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In the literature on Dutch morphosyntactic microvariation, it is sometimes assumed that a sub-
part of Dutch dialects lack certain morphemes, because they have no direct phonetic exponent. 
More careful analyses, however, suggest that these dialects display so-called zero morphemes, 
whose presence is argued for either on paradigmatic or phonological ground. In this contri-
bution, we present some examples of such morphemes in the verbal inflection and adjectival 
concord systems, and develop an analysis that, by exploiting the formal mechanism relating 
underlying and surface phonological representations provided by Turbidity Theory, allows for 
the formalization of various degrees of emptiness: morphosyntactic, phonological and phonetic. 
This, in turn, allows for the shifting of the burden of (some instances of) microvariation from 
morphosyntax to PF.
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1 Introduction
Syncretism patterns and so-called zero morphemes in the verbal paradigm of Dutch have 
recently attracted quite some attention. Debates concerning syncretism, understood as a 
mismatch between the distinctions operated on by the syntax and their  morphological 
realization, concentrate on the routes possibly leading to such a mismatch in the verbal 
agreement paradigm (Baerman et al. 2005). Most of the accounts explain  syncretism 
 patterns as determined only by morphosyntactic factors, such as the change undergone 
by the pronominal system and the related need for a disambiguation mechanism, or para-
digmatic principles of economy (Van den Berg 1949; Ackema & Neeleman 2003; 2013; 
Van Koppen 2005; Bennis & MacLean 2006; Postma 2011). Other accounts take into 
 consideration also the role of non-syntactic components such as pragmatics, acquisition 
and phonology (De Vogelaer 2005, 2006; Aalberse 2007; Aalberse & Don 2009; 2011). The 
latter component – phonology – plays a crucial role in another case of morphosyntactic 
contrast neutralization: adjectival concord (Taeldeman 1980; Nijen Twilhaar 1990; 
Hermans 2009). In this case, it has been convincingly shown that the concord patterns 
of Dutch varieties have been shaped by a phonological process of schwa deletion, which 
resulted in the apparent loss of the relevant marker.

Despite the obvious differences concerning empirical domain and theoretical analysis, 
the papers just mentioned show some similarity, for they all deal with systems that dia-
chronically lost some contrast. An interesting question is what it is that got lost: is it the 
Agree relation in the syntax? The morphological manifestation of such a relation? The 
phonological content of the relevant morphological exponent? Or is it rather the case that 
such phonological content is left unpronounced?
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This brings us to the other point of discussion of the present paper: zero morphemes.1 
For instance, the resort to zero morphemes, i.e. to agreement markers that betray no 
acoustic trace of their presence, would allow us to maintain the generative hypothesis 
that syntax is universal and thus always deploys the same mechanisms, such as Agree.

In Dutch, the presence has been argued for of morphemes that lack any phonetic coun-
terpart, both in the adjectival and the verbal agreement paradigms (Zonneveld 1982; van 
Oostendorp 2005). This is not unique to Dutch dialects, though, nor to verbal agreement 
and adjectival concord systems, as the presence of empty elements have been maintained 
in many other domains and languages, and many types of emptiness have been proposed.2

In syntactic theory the debate on empty elements has a long tradition (e.g. Katz & Postal 
1964), and their presence is nowadays quite widely assumed. See for instance the work 
by Kayne, who argues that “many [more] heads in the sentential projection line (and else-
where) are silent than is usually thought”, and that “all projecting heads are technically 
silent” (Kayne 2016: 37). Interestingly, he also explicitly claims that, “in order to account 
for morphosyntactic microvariation, an approach based on silent elements provides an 
alternative (one that is more tightly tied to other aspects of syntax) to an approach based 
on syncretism: languages are not more or less syncretic, they just happen to have a cer-
tain distribution of empty morphemes” (Kayne 2009: 266). As for the latter, even though 
accepted by many theorists, they actually still represent a quite controversial device, for 
“delimiting what counts as a zero morpheme is not a trivial matter. The concept must be 
carefully differentiated from others that intuitively also involve situations where there is 
no overt morphological marking: cumulative morphology, phonological deletion, etc.” 
(Dahl & Fábregas 2018).

In this paper, we discuss a problem related to the point raised by Dahl & Fábregas (2018), 
as well as to the relationship between syncretism and empty morphemes mentioned by 
Kayne (2009), namely the unnoticed difference between an ending being  phonetically 
silent and it being phonologically empty. We maintain that phonology can give a  diagnostic 
for the morphosyntactic presence of such elements as well as for its structural complexity 
and that, by recognizing the difference between phonetic silence and phonological empti-
ness, we can reduce the amount of morphosyntactic microvariation, which can in turn be 
explained in phonological terms.3

 1 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, even though discussions concerning syncretism and zero 
 morphemes often overlap, they address two distinct issues. The former – syncretism – is broader, and 
deals the question whether two apparently identical exponents express the same meaning, or they rather 
 represent two accidentally homophonous forms. The latter – zero morphemes – can be relevant to the 
former inasmuch as the presence of apparently empty morphemes can wrongly suggest the presence of a 
syncretic pattern (see below), but not necessarily, for zero morphemes can e.g. occur in paradigms showing 
no syncretism. Furthermore, syncretic patterns can result from the partial deletion of a marker, rather than 
of the entire marker (in this case, it would be impossible to talk about zero morpheme).

 2 See Leu (2008) for a list of empty elements in syntax, Trommer (2012) for morphology, and Bendjaballah 
& Heiden (2008) and Cavirani & van Oostendorp (2017) for phonology.

 3 Considering the enrichment of the morphosyntactic representation of the word proposed by Distributed 
Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993), the understanding of the role silence plays in morphosyntax is 
 essential. For example, it could help us decide whether particular instances of deletion should be consid-
ered as occurring in the narrow syntax or at PF. Note that, in the case that deletion happened in narrow 
syntax, this would bleed vocabulary insertion. If, on the other hand, deletion happened at PF, then the 
formal properties of PF need to be explicitly laid out. Assuming that phonetics and phonology are different 
modules (Scheer 2011), the domains in which the role of silence needs to be investigated should include 
the mapping of a phonological form to the relevant piece of morphosyntactic structure as well as, as shown 
below, to its phonetic interpretation, for the absence of acoustic material does not necessarily imply the 
absence of  phonological structure, just like the absence of phonological structure does not necessarily imply 
the absence of syntactic material.
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Building on previous literature, we claim that we should distinguish between at least 
three different types of emptiness4:

•	morphosyntactic emptiness – an object is inactive at all levels, including the 
 morphosyntactic level.
•	Ex.: functional projections proposed by cartographers, which are argued to 

 universally occur in the functional spine, no matter whether they are used or not 
by a given language (see e.g. ‘Dual’ in languages which show no evidence for Dual 
at all; Cinque 2002; Cinque & Rizzi 2008; Sigurðsson & Maling 2012)

•	phonological emptiness – an object is morphosyntactically present, but absent in the 
phonology as well as in the phonetics: it is not pronounced, and it also does not 
affect any tier-adjacent phonological object, for it does not have any phonological 
features and does not occupy any slot in the prosodic structure.
•	Ex.: silent functional (Chomsky & Lasnik 1977; Chomsky 1982; Rizzi 1982; 

 Marantz 2001; 2008; Embick 2014) and lexical categories (Emonds 1994; Van 
Riemsdijk 2002; 2005; Kayne 2006; Bendjaballah & Heiden 2008)

•	phonetic emptiness – an object is morphosyntactically and phonologically  present, 
but absent in the phonetics: it is not pronounced, but it does interact with 
 phonological and morphosyntactic neighbours.5
•	Ex.: empty CV structures replacing (some) SPE boundaries (Lowenstamm 1999; 

2008; Charette 2003; Lampitelli 2010; Passino 2011; Scheer 2012) and  encoding 
morphosyntactic information in templates (Lahrouchi 2001; Bendjaballah & 
 Haiden 2003); phonological elements lacking the pronunciation relation (see 
section 2, and Cavirani & Van Oostendorp 2017)

The three levels of emptiness mentioned above are often conflated in dialect atlases: con-
clusions about emptiness are typically based on rather broad phonetic transcriptions, and 
even indirect phonological evidence pointing to the existence of some underlying, though 
unpronounced, structure is neglected. For instance, the absence of a word-final vowel in 
the transcription is considered tantamount to the absence of an affix. In these cases, thus, 
phonetic emptiness equates to phonological and morphosyntactic emptiness.6 When, on 
the other hand, indirect phonological evidence is taken into consideration, the presence 

 4 We assume that the relation between these different levels of emptiness is asymmetric: if an element is 
absent at a higher level, it is also absent at lower levels. That means, in turn, that if we can show that 
an element has to be assumed phonologically, it should also be granted existence at the morphosyntac-
tic level. However, this is not necessarily true for every linguistic object. See, for instance, intrusive and 
 epenthetic vowels (Hall 2006; 2011; Cavirani 2015), which can be argued to be empty at the phonological 
and  morphosyntactic, and morphosyntactic level, respectively. Another instance of such an object is the 
word-final empty nucleus predicted by phonological theories such as Government Phonology (Kaye et al. 
1985; 1990) and CVCV (Lowenstamm 1996; Scheer 2004), which is phonetically and morphosyntactically 
empty, while still containing (a minimal amount of) phonological structure.

 5 Cases such as ellipsis, deletion of two adjacent items under haplology (e.g. the nie-deletion in Afrikaans, 
“where there is evidence for two adjacent negative elements nie, but only one is pronounced”, Hartmann et 
al. 2008: 6; er-er reduction in Dutch, Den Besten 1989; copies/traces unpronunciation, Nuñes 2004) can be 
possibly included in this group. It is not clear yet, though, whether they should be considered cases of pho-
nological or phonetic deletion. Further research is needed (see also Hartmann et al. 2008 for a discussion).

 6 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, the equivalence between silence and absence of morphosyntac-
tic content is not widely assumed, especially within the generative framework. However, even within this 
framework, cases can be found in which this equivalence is proposed and, as a matter of fact, exploited. 
Interestingly, the reviewer pinpoints a link between our work and Bybee (1994), who, in her discussion 
about the grammaticalization of zero, distinguishes between a “zero marker” (for Simple Present) and “the 
simple absence of a marker” (for Simple Past). As suggested by the reviewer, the three-way emptiness dis-
tinction proposed in the present paper might relate to Bybee (1994)’s grammaticalization of “zero grams”.
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of an empty morpheme has been occasionally argued for (van Marle & Zonneveld 1980; 
Zonneveld 1982; van Oostendorp 2005; Bennis & MacLean 2006). In these cases, even 
though phonetic emptiness does not equate to morphosyntactic emptiness, it does equate 
to phonological emptiness. We maintain that a closer inspection of atlases gives us some 
closer view of the representational complexity of these silent linguistic objects, whose 
presence and internal structure can be detected by observing the phonological properties 
of adjacent objects, such as segments, tones and syllable structure (see Cavirani & van 
Oostendorp 2017 for similar arguments coming from Italian varieties).

In what follows, we first discuss some of these issues by focusing on verbal inflec-
tion and adjectival gender marking in Dutch dialects (section 2). We propose a 
refinement/ expansion of the taxonomy of emptiness in linguistic structure, which results 
from the  combination of a representational approach to emptiness (Bendjaballah & 
Heiden 2008) with an optimality theoretic computational technology responsible for the 
phonology-phonetics mapping – Turbidity Theory (Goldrick 2001; van Oostendorp 2008). 
This allows for the testing and the explicit formalization of the kind of emptiness we are 
dealing with in any individual case. The message from these data is: when accounting for 
(some instances of) morphosyntactic microvariation, the subtle relations holding between 
phonetics and  phonology should be taken into close consideration, for it may reduce the 
amount of variation morphosyntax is burdened with. The latter can thus be shifted to (a 
non-trivial version of) PF, a move which is sound with recent minimalist developments, 
which assume a universal syntactic component and place variation in (the interaction of 
this component with) the mental lexicon, PF, pragmatics, processing, memory and society 
(Picallo 2014). This is summarized in section 3, where the relevance and consequences of 
the three-level emptiness distinction for the morphosyntax-phonology interface are also 
briefly dealt with.

2 Ø endings in Dutch dialects
In this section, we review the main instances of zero morpheme discussed in the literature 
on Dutch varieties, which generally builds on data collected in the Syntactic Atlas of Dutch 
Dialects (SAND, Barbiers et al. 2005; 2008) and to a lesser extent the Goeman-Taeldeman-
Van Reenen Project Database (GTRP; Goeman & Taeldeman 1996). SAND and GTRP also 
represent the main source of the data discussed in the present paper. When necessary, 
though, data have been included that are collected in publications concerning specific 
Dutch varieties (indicated in the relevant sections). The case studies discussed below focus 
on verbal inflection (section 2.2) and adjectival concord (section 2.3). After introducing 
the relevant data and the main analyses that have been proposed, we suggest a refinement 
of the latter in terms of Turbidity Theory, which is illustrated in the next section.

2.1 Turbidity Theory
Turbidity Theory (Goldrick 2001; van Oostendorp 2008) is an optimality theoretic 
approach to faithfulness based on containment, which assumes as input-output relation-
ship whereby the former – the input – is contained in the latter – the output.7 Crucially, 
since all the input elements are argued to be always contained in the output, this theory 

 7 Containment was the original faithfulness theory proposed by Prince & Smolensky (1993). In later works, 
though, it has been replaced by Correspondence, in which input and output are considered two independent 
representations. This allows for a one-to-many relationship between the elements of the two representations 
and, as a consequence, for operations such as coalescence (multiple input element – single output element), 
fission (single input element – multiple output elements), insertion (no input element – one output element) 
and, crucially, deletion (one input element – no output element). Even though Correspondence rapidly became 
the standard approach to faithfulness, Containment has been recently revived in the guise of Turbidity Theory 
and Coloured Containment (van Oostendorp 2007; Trommer 2011; Trommer & Zimmermann 2014).
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does not allow deletion, which is rather understood as a case of underparsing: the element 
is not integrated in the prosodic structure, and is thus unpronounced. Technically, this 
is formalized as a violation of the Parse constraint (“every phonological element needs 
to be parsed in the prosodic structure”). Besides, every prosodic position is supposed not 
to be empty, i.e. it has to be filled with melodic elements. This is forced by the Fill con-
straint (“syllable positions are filled with segmental material”).

In Turbidity Theory, Parse and Fill roughly correspond to Pronounce and Project, 
which point at the two different relations a segment can entertain with a skeletal slot. 
Basically, this results from splitting the classic autosegmental association relation – if a 
 segment is associated to a skeletal slot, the skeletal slot is also associated to that segment – in 
two independent relations. The projection relation encodes the (lexically established) asso-
ciation between a phonological element and its skeletal slot. This relation is enforced by 
the Project constraint (“Assign a violation mark for every projected element that does 
not correspond to any pronunciation”), and is graphically represented by an arrow point-
ing from the skeletal slot to the phonological element. The other relation is pronunciation, 
which ensures the phonetic realization of a given phonological element. This is enforced 
by the Pronounce constraint (“Assign a violation mark for every pronounced element 
that does not correspond to any projection”), and is graphically represented by an arrow 
pointing from the element to the skeletal slot. This is illustrated in (1), where representa-
tions are given that show either only the projection relation (1a.), or both the projection 
and pronunciation relation (1b.).8 As established by Turbidity Theory, the phonological 
element of the latter is faithfully pronounced whereas that of the former does not receive 
any phonetic interpretation. In other words, a. represents an instance of phonetic emptiness.

(1) a. Projection b. Projection & Pronunciation
skeletal slots x 

|A| 

 x 

|A| phonological elements

phonetic interpretation Ø [a]

Despite the difference in phonetic interpretation, (1a.) and (1b.) are representationally 
identical, and they thus display the same phonological behavior. This is not the case for 
representations showing (some degree of) phonological emptiness (e.g. a skeletal slot that 
projects no phonological element): they are acoustically identical to phonetically empty 
representations, but they are representationally different and thus display a different 
phonological behavior. In other words, phonetically empty representations pattern with 
phonologically empty representations at the level of phonetic interpretation, but with 
phonologically contentful representations at the level of phonological behavior. As we 
show below, by allowing for this refinement of the zero morpheme typology, Turbidity 
Theory help us in better understanding the syncretism patterns characterizing the verbal 
inflection and adjectival concord of Dutch dialects.

2.2 Verbal inflection
The high degree of variation displayed by the inflectional systems of Dutch dialects proves 
to be a challenging ground for testing typological generalizations and fine-grained theo-
retical hypotheses regarding the morphosyntax and its interface with phonology (Ackema 

 8 In (1), we represent the phonological element in terms of Element Theory (Backley 2011; 2012). Note that 
Turbidity Theory is not committed to any specific theory of subsegmental representation: the input-out 
mapping mechanism would stay the same whatever feature one wants to adopt. Thus, in order to avoid 
unnecessarily complicated representations, in the rest of the paper we will use segments.
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& Neeleman 2003; Baerman, Brown & Corbett 2005; Van Oostendorp 2005; 2008; Bennis 
& MacLean 2006; Aalberse 2007; Aalberse & Don 2009; 2011).

The observed synchronic microvariation results from a diachronic process of deflec-
tion that has affected all Germanic language varieties in the course of millennia: 
while in older stages they displayed a rich inflectional system, the amount of dis-
tinctions conveyed by verb-final morphemes has been generally reduced (an extreme 
case is represented by Afrikaans, whose finite verbs display no inflectional marker 
at all). This process affected the varieties spoken in the Netherlands and in the 
northern part of Belgium (Flanders) to a different extent, resulting in a set of inflec-
tional systems ranging from 4 to 1 affixes. As discussed in Bennis & MacLean (2006; 
henceforth B&M), out of the 253 dialects, more than a half (147 dialects) display (5 
different) 3-affixes systems. The dialects spoken along the north-eastern (Groningen 
and Friesland) and south-eastern (Limburg) borders show 4-affixes systems (19 dia-
lects), unlike the dialects spoken in West- and East-Flanders, Lower Saxony and the 
River area, where (3 different) 2-affixes systems can be found (86 dialects). Finally, 
a 1-suffix system can only be found in Beekbergen (Gelderland).9 The latter system 
is assumed to display a zero morpheme.10 A list of the present-tense inflectional 
paradigms drawn by B&M11 from the SAND (Barbiers et al. 2005; 2008) is given in  
Table 1.

 9 Note that, in the MAND, 3 dialects can actually be found with just one inflectional ending, which is  different 
from -Ø (Aalberse 2007: 127). These dialects are spoken in the East (F098p, M009p and G248p) and display 
a -en marker for all the persons.

 10 As a matter of fact, besides the -Ø-affixed leef ‘I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they live(s)’, the SAND also 
gives a distinct form for prs.1pl	(in non-inverted contexts) such as leve (see, among others, test sentence 
nr. 449 – als we sober leve ‘if we live soberly’). Furthermore, in inverted contexts, we also find prs.1sg and 
prs.2sg lev (test sentence nr. 467, levik zoas mien ouders wilt ‘I live like my parents want’ and test sentence 
nr. 474, levie langer ‘you live longer’, respectively). This variation can also be found in other verbs. For 
instance, in the test sentence nr. 494, we find both geloof and gelooft for prs.2sg (je geloof ‘you believe’ vs 
u gelooft, ‘you believe’ formal) and in test sentences nr. 499, 500 and 501 we find, respectively, hi heb, hij 
heef and hi hef ‘he has’). The -t suffix occurs also in test sentences nr. 513 and 514, where we have, respec-
tively, Marie en Piet wijst noar mekaar ‘Marie and Piet point at each other’ and Toon wast zich ‘Toon washes 
(him)self’.

 11 As pointed out in the previous footnotes, some differences can be found between the data presented by 
B&M and the ones available in MAND and SAND. In order to verify the extent of such discrepancies 
we have attempted to reproduce the relevant data, namely the paradigms of the Dutch verb leven ‘to 
live’ from 267 different locations in the Dutch-speaking language area collected in the SAND. The selec-
tion steps for the data were described reasonably well in the paper, so it was relatively easy to repro-
duce their procedure. Still we have been unable to extract the same data set. We found three main  
differences:

a) 71 of the 267 locations did not contain a complete paradigm, whereas B&M had found only 13;
b) in some locations (e.g. Lokeren and Beekbergen), prs.3sg and prs.1pl display multiple markers, 

whereas in other locations (e.g. Lokeren and Diksmuide), prs.3pl and prs.2pl display different mark-
ers than the one given by B&M;

c) for the variety of Lemmer, B&M mentions six verb forms, while we found only three. For 
prs.1sg, the form mentioned in B&M is only available in the inverted subject-verb order. The 
prs.2sg form is available in the polite form, but this is different from the one reported in B&M 
(leven vs leef). The same holds for the prs.2pl form, which is leven in B&M, but leef in the  
database.

To sum up, even though they are mostly similar to our data, the data of B&M a) contain only single forms, 
whereas in some cases we found multiple alternatives, b) they sometimes contain different forms than in 
our data, and c) they sometimes contain forms where we found none. In order to harmonize the two data 
sets we would have to remove some competing forms, change others and add forms where no data is pre-
sent,	but	is	unclear	how	this	should	be	done.	See Kim	Sang	(2016)	for	a	full	report	on	the	reproduction	of	
B&M data.
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Some generalizations that seem to hold for the whole set of dialects have been proposed 
by B&M, according to whom a) all the 4-affixes systems display a -st prs.2sg verbal 
ending12 and a du/dich 2sg pronoun13 and b) the prs.3sg verbal ending is spelled out by 
-t. Interestingly, though, there are dialects with a 4-suffixes system that seem to violate 
a). The variety spoken in Bree, for instance, displays a prs.2sg -s ending, rather than the 

 12 Some variation can be found by comparing SAND and GTRP data. For instance, the GTRP database gives 
[ɪk	leːf],	[doˑ	leːfst̶/joˑ	leːvə],	[hɛ̝i	̠leːft],	[ʋɛ̝i	leːvə],	[jɪm	leːvə],	[sɛ̝i	̠leːʋə],	whereas	the	SAND	gives	prs.1sg 
leef (test sentence nr. 157), prs.3sg leeft (test sentence nr. 158), prs.1pl leve (test sentences nr. 168, 169), 
prs.2pl leve (test sentence nr. 161), prs.3pl leve (test sentences nr. 162, 166 and 167). See also the test 
sentences nr. 163 and 164, which give, respectively, as je gezond leve dan leefje langer and ast gezond leefst 
dan leefst langer ‘If you live healthily you’ll live longer’.

 13 In the dialects in which this pronoun no longer exists, the prs.2sg inflectional marker assimilated with the 
prs.3sg -t (St. Dutch, West-East-Flanders and Lower Saxony). An exception is the dialect of Stellingwerf, 
where the prs.2sg ending is -en, together with a few isolated dialects in which prs.2sg is spelled out by a 
zero morpheme (B&M: 298).

Table 1: Dutch inflectional paradigms of leven ‘to live’ (ind.prs).

1 Affix 2 Affixes 3 Affixes 4 Affixes

Beekbergen
(Gelderland)

Diksmuide
(Flanders)

Leuven
(Brabant)

Lemmer12

(Friesland)

leef-Ø leef-Ø lev-en lev-en leef-Ø lev-en leef-Ø lev-en

leef-Ø leef-Ø leef-t lev-en leef-t leef-t leef-st leef-t

leef-Ø leef-Ø leef-t lev-en leef-t lev-en leef-t lev-en

Lower Saxony St. Dutch Bree
(Flemish Limburg)

leef-e/-Ø leef-t leef-Ø lev-en leef-Ø lev-en

leef-t leef-t leef-t lev-en leef-s leef-t

leef-t leef-t leef-t lev-en leef-t lev-en

Hasselt
(Flemish Limburg)

Stellingwerf Groningen

leef-Ø lev-en leef-Ø lev-en leef-Ø lev-en

leef-Ø leef-Ø leef-en lev-en leef-st lev-en

leef-Ø lev-en leef-t lev-en leef-t lev-en

SE Limburg/
River area

Limburg

lev-Ø/-t lev-en leef-Ø lev-en

lev-Ø/-t lev-en leef-s lev-en

lev-Ø/-t lev-en leef-Ø lev-en

Friesland

leef-en lev-en

leef-st lev-en

leef-t lev-en

[no coherent 
 distribution]

leef-Ø lev-en

leef-Ø lev-en

leef-t lev-en
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expected -st. Similarly, there are dialects, such as the 3-affixes ones spoken in Limburg 
and the majority (12 out of 17) of the ones spoken in South-East Limburg and in the River 
area, in which the prs.3sg	affix is -Ø, contradicting b).

As shown by Goeman (1999), many Dutch dialects show an optional process of word 
final t-deletion, which is particularly productive in the Betuwe region.14 This process is 
conditioned by the morphological category of the relevant form, as -t deletes more fre-
quently along the following scale: (regular) sup < n < pst.ptcp < prs.3sg < prs.2sg 
< pst.15 Together with the presence of the du/dich 2sg pronoun, which otherwise occurs 
only in varieties displaying the -st prs.2sg inflectional ending, the morphological proper-
ties of t-deletion suggest that what surfaces in Bree as -s might underlyingly be -st.16 In 
other words, the 3-ways distinction in the verbal paradigm of Limburg dialects (prs.1,3sg	
⇒	-Ø,	prs.2sg	⇒	-s, prs.1,2,3pl	⇒	-en) derives from an underlying 4-way distinction 
(prs.1sg	⇒	-Ø, prs.2sg	⇒	-st, prs.3sg	⇒	-t, prs.1,2,3pl	⇒	-en) by means of word-final 
-t deletion. The -st	⇔	du/dich correlation, thus, can be maintained. Furthermore, note that 
the varieties displaying an -s prs.2sg inflectional ending show a “preference for applying 
t-deletion” (B&M fn 21), and are geographically adjacent to the ones displaying -st.

The properties of t-deletion can also provide some support for the generalization 
 according to which the prs.3sg marker is -t in the whole Dutch-speaking area (B&M; see 
also Aalberse & Don 2009). Indeed, if we extend the -t deletion account to the varieties 
showing only the -Ø ending, such as the Beekbergen and Limburg dialects referred to 
above, the prs.3sg	⇒	-t generalization holds without exceptions (notice that the dialect 
of Beekbergen is spoken in a “strong t-deletion area”; B&M: fn 22). The 3sg ending of 
these dialects, thus, can be considered a morpheme whose underlying phonological con-
tent does not make it to the surface. We conclude, then, that together with the prs.2sg 
-st ending, the prs.3sg ending of the dialects just mentioned represents an instance of 
a phonetically empty morpheme: there is some morphosyntactic content that is spelled 
out by a phonological exponent – -t – that receives no phonetic interpretation. This is 
 represented in (2). As shown, the verbal root is underlyingly followed by the expected 
markers (-st and -t), whose coronal stop, though, lacks the pronunciation relation:

(2) prs.2sg prs.3sg
x x 
  
s t 

x 
 
t 

phonological representation

phonetic interpretation [s] Ø Ø

Besides the optionality of t-deletion, the presence of -t in the underlying representation 
of the relevant endings is betrayed by the activation of progressive voicing assimilation:

(3) kom-t van
come-prs.3sg from
‘(s/he) comes from’
[ˈkomp fan]
[ˈkom	fan]

 14 This change starts in the Middle Ages and spreads within the Dutch speaking area as a consequence of 
 dialect contact (internal short and long distance migrations; Goeman 1999: 196).

 15 Other conditioning factors are frequency and the phonological properties of -t context (Goeman 1999: 199).
 16 The fact that -t is retained in the prs.3sg ending of these varieties is in line with the “prs.3sg. < prs.2sg”	

chunk of implicational hierarchy given above. However, note that, as pointed out by a reviewer, prs.2sg -t 
is most likely an innovation, resulting from a reanalysis of the first segment of the 2sg pronoun tu following 
the verbal ending -s as belonging to the agreement morpheme. It is thus not clear whether Bree dialect had 
-st and then t-deletion, or whether it never had -st.
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As shown in (3), the word-initial fricative of the preposition – /van/ – gets devoiced – 
[fan] – even if the preceding verbal form – [kom] – does not overtly end in a voiceless 
 consonant. It is interesting to note that, in the 19th century, dialects showing a particularly 
productive t-deletion process, such as the ones spoken in Betuwe, displayed compensatory 
lengthening (Goeman 2007: 73):

(4) loːp-en hɛi loːp-t
walk-inf he walk-	prs.3sg

 ‘to walk’ ‘he walks’
 [ˈlopə] [hɛi	ˈlɔpː]

geloːv-en hɛi geloːv-t
believe-inf he believe-	prs.3sg
‘to believe’ ‘he believes’
[ˈglovə] [hɛi	ˈglɔfː]

In the forms given in (4), the length of the word-final consonant of the prs.3sg forms can 
be argued to result from a process of progressive place/manner assimilation (similarly to 
what	happens	in	the	forms	in	(1)):	/p-t/	>	[pː]	and	/v-t/	>	[fː].	The	processes	in	(3)	and	
(4) are shown in (5), where progressive assimilation of /t/ voicelessness (5a) and compen-
satory lengthening of /p/ (5b) are represented by the rightward arrow. Letting aside the 
details of the assimilation process (see Cavirani & van Oostendorp 2017 for a proposal in 
terms of voicing licensing), note that, despite it being silent (i.e. lack of the pronunciation 
relation), -t is still part of the phonological representation, and is thus allowed to interact 
with adjacent segments. In (5a), it ‘suppresses’ /v/ voicing, which hence surfaces as [f]. 
In (5b), it is still projected by its skeletal slot, which is though spelled-out by the preced-
ing /p/.

(5) a. Progressive assimilation
E! E!

:! (!
Ø [f]

b. Compensatory lengthening

[p ː]

Besides the prs.3sg and prs.2sg ending, the prs.1sg inflectional marker also shows 
interesting properties. Even if there is no trace of the marker itself in the acoustic signal, 
the phonological behavior of adjacent segments suggests that this inflectional marker 
is actually equipped with some phonological content. This is supported by the observa-
tion that the 1sg inflectional marker can prevent word-final devoicing to apply: whereas 
word-final devoicing applies systematically throughout the whole Dutch speaking area, 
if we focus on prs.1sg forms and their diatopic distribution in the SAND, MAND and 
GTRP atlases, many exceptions can be found (van Marle & Zonneveld 1980; Zonneveld 
1982; Goeman 1999; 2007; van Oostendorp 2005; Cavirani & Van Oostendorp 2017). An 
example of this exceptional behaviour is represented by the dialect of Tilligte, in which 
word-final fricatives resist devoicing only when (following long vowels and) occurring 
root-finally in prs.1sg verbs.
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(6) ɣeløːv ɣeløːv-Ø
faith.sg believe-	prs.1sg
‘faith’ ‘I believe’
[ɣeløːf] [ɣeløːv]
ɣeløːv-en ɣeløːv-en
faith-pl believe-	prs.3pl
‘faiths’ ‘we believe’
[ɣeløvən] [ɣeløvən]

Apparently, when we look at the forms for ‘faith’ and ‘I believe’, nothing follows the root-final 
segment.	However,	whereas	the	former	undergoes	devoicing	–	[ɣeløːf]	-,	the	latter	keeps	its	
underlying	voicing	specification	–	[ɣeløːv].	Given	that	devoicing	applies	regularly	in	word-
final position also in this variety, we are lead to conclude that the  fricative of the prs.1sg 
form does not really occupy the word-final position, and that it is indeed followed by a 
phonetically empty prs.1sg ending that, as in the case of those for prs.3sg and prs.2sg, is 
equipped with morphosyntactic and phonological content. The prs.1sg marker of the Tilligte 
dialect would thus be represented as in (7a), where it is compared with a fully pronounced 
prs.1sg marker (7b) (see Cavirani & van Oostendorp 2017: 114 for further discussion):

(7) a. phonetically empty prs.1sg
x 

ə 
Ø

b. fully pronounced prs.1sg
x 

ə 
[ə]

Something similar can be observed in the Stellingwerven dialect (Eastern Friesland), in 
which, besides to fricatives (preceded by a long vowel), devoicing optionally applies to 
coronal stops only when they occur in the apparently word-final position of prs.1sg verbs:

(8) ig bʌt ok ŋ kɪːər hɛj də huːt al op
ig bʌd ok ŋ kɪːər  *hɛj də huːd al op
I bet also one time have the hat already on
‘I also make one offer.’ ‘Are you already wearing your hat?’

As shown in (8), whereas devoicing obligatorily applies to the word-final coronal seg-
ment	of	nouns	–	/huːd/	>	[huːt	]	‘hat’	-,	it	is	not	obligatory	in	prs.1sg	verbs	–	/bʌd/	>	
[bʌt/bʌd]	‘I	bet’.	We	conclude	that	the	prs.1sg marker in the Stellingwerven dialect is 
represented as in (7a).17 prs.1sg-final stops resist devoicing also in Limburg and South-
Brabant dialects. As for the former, Goossens (1977) reports forms such as ix heb ‘I have’, 
where the bilabial stop keeps its underlying voicing specification (cfr. hebben ‘to have’). 
As for South-Brabant dialects, see for instance De Vriendt & Goyvaerts (1989), who report 
the case of the Brussels dialect, where velar stops resist devoicing (when following a nasal 

 17 The fact that (the resistance to) devoicing is optional, could be due to an ongoing process turning a  phonetically 
empty prs.1sg marker into a phonologically empty one, which cannot protect from devoicing any longer.
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segment), as in ik bring ‘I bring’ (cfr. brengen ‘to bring’). More recently, Van Oostendorp 
(2005) proposes that the root-final velar stop does not belong to the underlying represen-
tation, which should actually end with a velar nasal. The stop, thus, would result from a 
process of epenthesis that applies in word-final position. Crucially, k-epenthesis applies 
only	to	singular	nouns	(/puliŋ/	‘eel’	>	[puliŋk]),	and	not	to	prs.1sg	verbs	(/ik	ziŋ-Ø/	‘I	
sing’	>	[ik	siŋ]),	no	matter	if	the	velar	nasal	is	not	followed	by	any	audible	segment	in	
both cases:

(9) puliŋ ik ziŋ-Ø
eel I sing-	prs.1sg
‘eel’ ‘I sing’
[puliŋk] [ik siŋ]
puliŋ-en wej ziŋ-en
eel-pl we sing-	prs.3pl
‘eels’ ‘we sing’
[puliŋə] [wej siŋə]

The facts in (9) are represented in (10), which shows the contrast between the 
phonologically empty noun marker and the phonetically empty prs.1sg marker. As dis-
cussed above, only the latter triggers k-epenthesis. We argue that this is due to the fact 
that the velar nasal is a complex segment, which need to be licensed by a following 
non-empty nucleus, as the prs.1sg marker in (10b). Since noun  markers are apparently 
phonologically empty, they cannot license such a complex structure, which needs to 
be supported by two skeletal positions. This is represented in (10a) as the spreading to 
and pronunciation by a following skeletal slot of nasal’s velarity, symbolized by k (see 
Ulfsbjorninn & Larouchi 2016 for similar ideas).

(10) a. k-epenthesis

[ŋ k]

b. no k-epenthesis

[ŋ] Ø

In the same dialect, voiced coronal stops undergo a process of intervocalic weakening – bieden 
‘to offer’ > biejen -, which applies also in 1sg, no matter if no audible vocalic segment 
 follows the stop – ik biej (*ik biet). As shown in (11), the prs.1sg of ‘to dress’, which shows 
d-weakening – [klej] -, contrasts with prs.3sg,	which	instead	shows	final		devoicing	–	[klɪt]:

(11) ik kle:d-Ø ma a kle:d-t əm
I dress-	prs.1sg myself he dress-	prs.3sg himself
‘I dress myself.’ ‘he dresses himself.’
[ik klej ma] [a	klɪt	əm]

As in the case of the dialects of Stellingwerf and Tilligte, the presence of a vocalic prs.1sg 
ending can be thus argued for despite its phonetic absence (as in (7a)).
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In Standard Dutch, word-final devoicing applies systematically to all the forms display-
ing the right structural description, prs.1sg verbs included (e.g. ik schaad ‘I damage’ > 
[ɪk	sxat]).	prs.1sg verbs, though, display another interesting property. Whereas word-
final	nasals	can	be	deleted	when	they	occur	after	/ə/	in	prepositions,	adjectives,	nouns	
and infinitival endings, they resist deletion when they represent the root-final segment of 
prs.1sg forms (Zonneveld 1982; van Hout & van de Velde 2000):

(12) Preposition Adjective Noun Infinitive prs.1sg
tegen open teken teken-en ik teken
against open sign draw-inf I draw
‘against’ ‘open’ ‘sign’ ‘to draw’ ‘I draw’
[teɣən] [opən] [tekən] [tekənən] [ɪk	tekən]
[teɣə] [opə] [tekə] [tekənə] *[ɪk	tekə]

In Standard Dutch, too, the prs.1sg ending seems to be endowed with some minimal 
amount of phonological content that prevents root-final segment from occurring in word-
final position, in spite of its phonetic emptiness. As a consequence, the nasal cannot be 
unpronunced (see Cavirani & van Oostendorp 2017 for a formalization of the various 
degrees of phonological emptiness and the related phonological activity).

2.3 Adjectival concord
When occurring in predicative constructions, Dutch adjectives show no inflectional 
 ending. When used attributively, though, they agree with the noun phrase they modify.
In	 Standard	Dutch,	we	 can	 identify	 two	 inflectional	 ending,	 -/ə/ and -Ø, which are 

selected according to the semantic, syntactic and phonological properties of the relevant 
noun phrase (Broekhuis 2014). When adjectives modify common gender nouns (i.e. de-
words,	as	in	(13a)),	they	always	get	the	-/ə/	ending,	no	matter	if	the	noun	is	singular	or	
plural, definite or indefinite. The (in)definiteness parameter matters, though, if the noun 
is neuter (i.e. a het-word, as in (13b)), for if indefinite and singular, adjectives take the 
-Ø ending:

(13) a. de oudə stoel de oudə stoelen
the old chair the old chairs
‘the old chair’ ‘the old chairs’
een oudə stoel oudə stoelen
an old chair’ old chairs’
‘an old chair’ ‘old chairs’

b. het oudə boek de oudə boeken
the old book the old books
‘the old book’ ‘the old books’
een oud-Ø boek oudə boeken
an old book old books
‘an old book’ ‘old books’

Beside these syntactic restrictions, the selection of the inflectional ending is conditioned 
by phonological constraints.18 This is shown in (14), where the syntactic conditions would 
require -/ə/	to	appear	on	both	the	adjectives	preceding	the	nouns:

 18	There	seems	to	be	some	semantic	restriction	as	well.	For	instance,	-/ə/	alternates	with	-Ø	when	the	adjec-
tive is combined with singular nouns denoting persons (een wijs-Ø/-ə man ‘a wise man’), leading to two 
different readings. Furthermore, -Ø is selected also when the adjective denotes a material (usually, these 
adjectives	end	in	-/ən/	and	can	hence	be	given	a	phonological	explanation	(see	below),	which,	however,	
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(14) de oudə kaki-Ø broek
the old khaki trousers
‘the old khaki trousers’
de blauwə open-Ø deur
the blue open door
‘the blue open door’

The relevant phonological factors conditioning the apparent failure of agreement on the 
rightmost	adjectives	in	(14)	concern	the	root-final	segment,	as	the	-/ə/	ending	is	absent	
when	adjectives	end	in	the	long	vowels	/a/,	/o/,	/i/,	or	in	/ə/	and	/ən/:19

(15) /a/ een prima-Ø opmerking
an excellent remark
‘an excellent remark’

/o/ een albino-Ø muis
an albino mouse
‘an albino mouse’

/i/ de kaki-Ø broek
the khaki trousers
‘the khaki trousers’

/ə/ de beige-Ø stoel
the beige chair
‘the beige chair’

/ən/ de dronken-Ø soldaat
the drunken soldier
‘the drunken soldier’

The difference between /a/, /o/ and /i/, and /e/, /y/ and /u/ is arguably due to the pro-
sodic structure of the words containing them: whereas the forms ending in /e/, /y/ and 
/u/	are	stress-final,	the	ones	ending	in	/a/,	/o/	and	/i/	are	paroxitones.	The	-/ə/	ending	
thus only appears if the stem-final vowel is stressed.

Let us stress here that, by allowing for phonological structure not to necessarily reach the 
phonetic surface, we could think of the spell-out generalization in (16) as exceptionless:

(16) a. [+n][+indf][+sg]	⇒	adjective	+	-Ø
b. otherwise:	adjective	+	-/ə/

When syntactically	licensed,	the	-/ə/	ending	undergoes	Vocabulary	Insertion.	Its	pronun-
ciation, though, is phonology’s business: if phonologically licensed, it gets phonetically 
interpreted, otherwise it stays silent. More precisely, assuming that a) roots universally 
end	in	a	nucleus	(represented	by	‘V’;	Lowenstamm	1996;	2008)	and	b)	-/ə/	is	a	floating	
vowel, we derive the fact that this ending can only be pronounced if licensed by a nuclear 
position, namely if it can land on the empty nucleus following a root-final consonant 
(including the glide of forms such as vrij- ‘free’). This is shown in (17), where the failure 
of	/ə/	integration	in	the	phonological	structure	is	represented	by	the	barred	line	in	(17a).	

would not hold for an adjective such as plastic-Ø ‘plastic’. Note that if the orthographic form of this adjective 
is plastiek,	it	tends	to	take	-/ən/).	Apart	from	these	restrictions,	there	seem	to	be	a	bunch	of	loan	words	that	
do not take -e (aluminium, privé, gratis, etc.). These rather marginal data cannot be given a straightforward 
analysis in the proposed theory.

 19	When	it	ends	in	the	long	/e/,	/y/	and	/u/,	an	intervocalic	glide	is	epenthesized	between	the	root	and	-/ə/;	
this can be orthographically represented by -ë	[-jə].	Beside	the	set	of	long	vowels	in	(15)	-/ə/	appears	also	
after adjectives ending in a diphthong: een vrij-/ə/ stoel ‘a free chair’. 
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This	contrast	with	(17b),	where	/ə/	docks	on	the	word-final	empty	V	and	is	 therefore	
integrated in the phonological structure and pronounced.
(17) a. kaki ‘kaki’

C  V  C  V  C  V 

k   a             k   i   ə 

[ˈkaki]

b. oud ‘old’
C  V  C  V  

a   u   d   ə 

[ˈau̯də]

(17a) thus represents a case of apparently zero morpheme. Abiding by the Vocabulary 
Insertion	rule	given	in	(16),	/ə/	enters	the	derivation,	but	it	fails	to	be	integrated	in	the	
structure and gets no phonetic interpretation. Note that this is slightly different from the 
cases of phonetic emptiness discussed in section 2.2, represented as in (7a). In those cases, 
the	phonological	element	–	/ə/	–	is	integrated	in/part	of	the	phonological	structure,	i.e.	
it displays the projection relation. What makes it phonetically empty is the absence of the 
pronunciation relation. In contrast, in (17a), the schwa has no projection relation (by vir-
tue of it being a floating element), and cannot be pronounced by the word-final empty V, 
as the latter is already pronouncing the root-final /i/. As a consequence, the schwa keeps 
on	floating.	We	maintain	that	a	similar	analysis	holds	for	adjectives	ending	in	-/ən/	(e.g.	
opən ‘open’). As discussed above, the root final nasal of adjectives can be left unpronounced 
(see ex. (12)). We argued that this does not happen to prs.1sg verbs because the latter 
are followed by a phonetically empty morpheme (7a). Given what we have just said about 
adjective concord (e.g. (16)), the question is then how is it possible that there is nasal dele-
tion in this case, while we would expect there to be a schwa that expresses the agreement 
relation. Put differently, how do the representations of the verbal form and the attributive 
adjective differ? Building on the hypothesis that the “ideal” Dutch word consist of exactly 
one trochaic foot (Kooij & van Oostendorp 2003), and on the observation reported above 
that	-/ə/	only	appears	if	the	stem-final	vowel	is	stressed,	we	argue	that	the	floating	/ə/	of	
attributive	adjectives	fails	in	being	integrated	in	the	word-final	empty	V	slot	of	/opənV/	
because that would create an illicit metrical structure (a dactyl). In other words, a con-
straint on the metrical structure would make the word-final empty V unavailable to host 
the	floating	/ə/,	which	would	keep	on	floating	(as	in	(17a)).	As	a	consequence,	the	nasal	
occurs in word-final position and it can be left unpronounced. This would not happen in 
prs.1sg	verbs,	as	in	this	case	/ə/	is	not	a	floating	element:	as	shown	in	(7a),	it	comes	with	
its	skeletal	slot.	This	means	that,	when	it	enters	the	derivation	at	Lexical	Insertion,	/ə/	is	
already integrated in the phonological representation: it displays the projection relation, 
which cannot be deleted by the metrical constraint favoring trochaic feet.20 Thus, despite 
being unpronounced (no pronunciation relation), the prs.1sg marker prevents /n/ from 
occurring in word-final position. As a consequence, the latter cannot be left unpronounced.

Moving south to the Dutch-speaking Belgium, the set of adjectival inflectional endings 
becomes	much	richer.	Taeldeman	(1980)	identifies	four	inflectional	endings:	-/ən/m,	-/ə/f, 
-Øn	and	-/ə/pl. However, even if adjectives agreeing with neuter nouns systematically display 

 20 This follows from the Consistency of Exponence hypothesis (McCarthy & Prince 1994): “Gen can  neither 
insert nor delete lexical material, hence it simply cannot change projection lines, but it can freely  manipulate 
pronunciation lines” (Van Oostendorp 2008: 137).
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the -Ø ending, “synchronically […] there remain indications of a historical -ə” (Taeldeman 
1980: 225 fn. 3). For instance, in Flanders and in the northern half of Antwerp, adjectives 
ending in a long vowel followed by /d/ show no ending when  occurring in predicative 
constructions. As a consequence, the voiced coronal undergoes devoicing: /d/ > [t]. When 
occurring in attributive constructions, no ending apparently follows the root-final consonant 
either. However, rather than undergoing devoicing, the coronal consonant turns into a glide:

(18) hij is kwaa[t] een kwaa[j] wijf
he is angry an angry woman
‘he is angry’ ‘an angry woman’
het is ou[t] ou[w] bier
it is old stale beer
‘it is old’ ‘stale beer’

As in the case of the prs.1sg ending in Brussels Dutch (see (11)), the root-final coronal 
behaves as if it were intervocalic, as shown by the fact that the root-final /d/ shows the 
same behavior in masculine, feminine and plural adjectives, as well as in infinitives and 
comparatives, whose inflectional endings display an audible vowel:

(19) doo[j]-Ø doo[j]-ən doo[j]-ə laa[j]-ən roo[j]-ər
dead-n dead-m dead-f/pl load-inf red-comp
‘dead’ ‘dead’ ‘dead’ ‘to load’ ‘more red’

We take these facts as evidence of -Øn actually being a vocalic ending, crucially different 
from the (absence of any) ending in predicatively used neuter adjectives. This is repre-
sented in (20), where the representations are given of ‘dead’ in predicative position (20a) 
and of ‘dead’ agreeing with n (20b) and f/pl (20c) nouns in attributive position.

(20) a. ‘dead’ Pred

C  V  C  V  C  V 

d   o            d 

[doːt]

b. ‘deadn’ Attr

C  V  C  V  C  V 

d   o            d ə 

[doːj]

c. ‘deadf/pl’ Attr

C  V  C  V  C  V   

d   o            d   ə 

[doːjə]

Turbidity Theory allows for the formalization of the difference between the forms in 
(20): at Vocabulary Insertion, when ‘dead’ occurs in predicative position, no segment is 
inserted, and the word-final nucleus stays phonologically and phonetically empty. As a con-
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sequence, the root-final stop gets devoiced. When ‘dead’ occurs in attributive position and 
agrees with a n	noun,	a	floating	/ə/	is	inserted	and	integrated	in	the	word-final	empty	
nucleus. By virtue of it being integrated in the phonological structure, the phonologi-
cal process of intervocalic weakening can apply to the root-final stop, which turns into 
a	glide.	However,	since	it	lacks	the	pronunciation	relation,	/ə/	does	not	make	it	to	the	
phonetic modules and is thus inaudible. If the attributive ‘dead’ agrees with a f/pl noun, 
though,	/ə/	enjoys	both	a	projection	and	a	pronunciation	relation.	As	a	consequence,	it	
triggers intervocalic weakening and is audible.21

A similar approach also holds for the Limburg dialects data shown below. In these dialects, 
feminine, plural and neuter attributive adjectives all lack the schwa ending. Nevertheless, 
feminine and plural adjectives contrast with neuter adjectives (Van Oostendorp 2005; 
Hermans 2009). Given the absence of any ending, the contrast needs to be expressed 
in another way: the tonal profile. As shown in (21), whereas neuter adjectives display 
Accent 1, feminine, schwa-less adjectives display Accent 2, namely the same tonal profile 
of masculine adjectives, which crucially end in schwa22:

(21) Accent 2 Accent 1
wíís wíìs-Ø wíìz-ə
wise.n wise-f wise-m
‘wise’ ‘wise’ ‘wise’

Interestingly, the same tonal contrast can be observed in feminine adjectives when 
 occurring in predicative vs attributive position: gríís ‘grey.pred’ vs gríìs ‘grey.attr.f’. 
According to Hermans (2009: 363), “the forms where the accent alternates […] are 
 morphologically complex [and] have lost an old schwa”. Note that “this morphological 
bifurcation occurs in all major categories. In adjectives, the empty morpheme  presumably 
marks the feminine gender in attributive position, because in this position all adjective 
have Accent1, provided their stem ends in a voiced consonant. In verbs, the empty vowel 
presumably marks the present tense in strong verbs, because all strong verbs have Accent1 
in the present tense, provided, of course, their stem ends in a voiced consonant and no 
other overt suffix follows. Finally, in nouns it denotes class membership.”

Limburg dialects, thus, can be argued to resort to a (set of) phonologically empty vocalic 
morpheme(s),	etymologically	corresponding	to	/ə/,	and	representationally	similar	to	the	
ones given in (20b).

3 Phonological emptiness is irrelevant for morphosyntax
As we pointed out in section 1, there is quite some morphosyntactic literature about zero 
inflection, which suffers from the problem that it assumes that certain forms have no 
inflectional ending, simply because there is no audible exponent. When the presence of a 
zero morpheme is instead argued for, phonetic silence is usually equated to phonological 
emptiness. However, as discussed in the previous section, the absence of an audible signal 
does not mean that there is no phonological material. In fact, behind the ‘monolithic’ con-
cept of zero morpheme, phonological objects of various nature and degrees of complexity 
can be found. In this paper, we suggested that, by closely inspecting the representational 
nature	of	zero	morphemes	–	e.g.	non-integrated	floating	/ə/	(17a),	empty	V	slots	(20a),	

 21	The	representation	of	the	segment	preceding	/ə/	in	(20)	and	(17)	should	be	understood	as	enjoying	both	
the projection and the pronunciation relation. Since they were not crucial for the argument, the arrows 
representing these relations have not been included to keep the representations as simple as possible.

 22 Phonetically, the pitch change is realized relatively early in the stressed syllable in Accent 1, whereas, 
in Accent 2, the change is realized much later and can show up in the post-stress syllable (Hinskens & 
Taeldeman 2013: 339).
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/ə/-filled	V	slots	(17b)	–	and	introducing	a	Turbidity	Theory	kind	of	computation	–	e.g.	
projection ((7a), (20b)) vs projection & pronunciation relation ((7b), (20c)) -, a substantial 
amount of the variation burden can be shifted from the morphosyntactic to the phonologi-
cal component and its interface with phonetics.

As for the upper phonology interface, syntax is known to be usually insensitive to 
 phonological material (there are no syntactic rules that refer to labiality or to voiced 
consonants). How does emptiness fit this picture? Are empty phonological objects any 
different from filled ones?

Scheer (2011), after careful consideration of all possible counterexamples to the so-
called phonology-free syntax hypothesis, such as heavy NP shift, points out that these 
always seem to involve phonological weight: it is the size of phonological constituents 
that seems to matter. He proposes (see also Scheer 2012) that syntax and phonology share 
a skeletal tier, on which size is measured, but that they do not see each other’s featural 
content. Van Oostendorp, Putnam and Smith (2016) point out that this relation is indeed 
mutual, and that phonology also only sees syntactic structure (mostly edges of constituent 
structure), and no syntactic features.

Given these observations, however, we do not expect empty elements to be any different 
at all from filled elements. There is no specific reason why an element with no features 
should show a different morphosyntactic behaviour from other elements. There is no spe-
cific reason why the skeletal slots should behave any differently in the syntax if they have 
no features, and we have seen that they do not. In this sense, then, phonological emptiness 
is irrelevant for morphosyntax.

However, we have also observed at several places that within the phonology, we 
need to distinguish between empty elements (i.e. elements without a realization in the 
 phonetics) that have no special morphosyntactic status either, and thus are present for 
purely  phonological reasons (e.g. the word-final empty V slots in (20a)), and those that 
do have such a status, e.g. because they are a separate morpheme. The Limburg examples 
discussed at the end of the previous section are an example of this: if an empty element is 
a morpheme, it tends to have more phonological licensing power. The reason may be that 
in this way, the morpheme is somehow ‘recoverable’ in the phonological component, and 
even detectable in the phonetic output.23 Such a (non-local) recoverability is also claimed 
to underlie e.g. pro-drop in some analyses: phonologically empty material is only allowed 
to occur if we can recover the features elsewhere (e.g. in the verbal inflection). Note 
that under such a recoverability analysis, the emptiness of certain morphemes or even 
(function) words is irrelevant for morphosyntax proper: it is a property of the interface 
between  morphosyntax and phonology.

But, paradoxically, this irrelevance means that phonologically null elements should not 
be underestimated: to the contrary, one needs to be on the constant lookout for these 
 elements and their internal complexity.

Abbreviations
attr	= attributive,	 comp	= comparative, f = feminine, ind = indicative, indf = 
indefinite, n = neuter, m = masculine, pl = plural, pred = predicative, prs = present, 
pst	= past, ptcp	= participle, sg = singular, sup	= superlative.
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 23 As similar point is made by Goeman (2006), who claims that “it is not a new fact that language users use 
phonetic/phonological characteristics to anchor the information that incorporated a disappearing or lost 
morpheme elsewhere in the word, so that this information is not lost”.
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